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Chapter 5
Land and Gentrification

The Umoja Village Sha[tytown received its share of press, mostly
focused on the emba.rassment it caused to Miami-Dade County and the
City of Miami. Attentiot was also appropriately lavished on the nexus
between gentification, the housing crisis, the role of the government in
manufacturing that crisis and the number of people homeless- both street
ard under housed- in South Florida.

While all of that is well and good, such coverage expended a
disproportionate amount ofattention on the tip ofthe iceberg visible above
the water, and not nearly enough attention on the humongous glacier
lurking below the surface. The tendency is understandable. as the cunent
events type of news generally covers what is happening, leaving the more
significant questions, such as "why is this happening" to other genies,
such as history and academia. I will refrain from calcuJating the impact of
conflicts ofinterest on the corporate media.

News coverage of the 'what' is sufficient for most, but anyone studying,
much less engaged in, liberation struggles must search deepe. and come to
undeNtand the'why.' Only by struggling with the 'why'can we understand
the signifrcance and conlext of the 'what,' and determine appropriate
responses or courses of action.

Su{ace vs. Root Issues
In order to properly analyze any social dilemma or conhadiction, it is

critical to distinguish between the surface issues at play and the root issues
at stake.

Surface issues are those which directly and tangibly confront the society
and its members, those issues on the surface, to the forefront and in our
face. Surface issues often grab attention, mobilize people and reveal the
existence and impotance of a deeper problem.

The suface issue, however compelling, is only the manifestation or
symptom ofthe deepet, more significant problem, the fundamental or root
issue. Conversely, the root issue is the cause ofthe surface issue.

This distinction is important to make, because no matter how vigorously
one aftacks a symptom, the only way to solve a problem is by resolving its
cause, not its symptom. This is not to say that sudace issues, or symptoms,
should be ignored, but that we unde$tand that addressing the symptom is
no substitute for addressing the root cause.
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and limb to fight for its demise. And yet, a proper analysis ofhistory and
struggle affirms that segregation was and remains a surface issue. not a
rool issue.
Because the surface issue of segregation was elevated, in the minds of

nany, to the status of toot issue, it was presumed that thc end of
segregation, as a set oflaws, would end the problem ofinequality, codified
by those laws.

More than 50 years after the legal walls ofsegregation began to crumble,
the races in the US are still largely separated, if not outright segregated.
Most blacks live in overwhelmingly black comrnunities and most whites
live in overwhelmingly white communities. Thanks to the defeat of lesal
segregarion- a noble cause which was right ro fight- blacks can now sir
next to whites in restauranls, on the bus and even in the stall ofthe public
bathoom, before each retums to their respective racially separate
neighborhoods and houses ol'uorship. Porerry and unemploymenr in rhe
black community remains disp.opoltionate to that suffered by whites and
discrimination remains rampant, even if, technicalll illegal.

Of course, the powers-that-be, particularly through the use of the media,
cultural outlets and the educational system, had an interest in advancitg
$e notion thal a rool issue had been resolred. and. lherelore. rhe socieri
uas.iust. and the need for srruggle ended.
As a result, many in the social justice movement were thoroughly

confused and conlounded b5 how segregation was del'eared, but rcc-ism
and inequality persisted. If segregation were in fact a root issue, or a
cause, then the elimination ofthe Jim Crow laws would end the problems
of racism and inequality.

Racism and inequality did not end with the fall of Jim Crow because
segregation was not the cause of racism and inequality. it was the
symptom. Jim Crow laus were the manifestation ofLhe haie \ hires bore
against blacks and the specific rules of White Supremacy and privilege.
But the rcot issue nevet was eating in a specific restaurant or drinking
waler from a panicular lounl.ain.

The root issue was not segregation, it was White Supremacy and power
Consequently, 50 years after the fall of legal segregation, widespread de-
facto segregation persisls. rhe black communig laces many of rhc same
challenges it did then, and whites continue to derive privilese fiom their
whiteness.

Just as the best way to stop a runny nose is not to wipe, but to cure the
sickness which causes jt. the besr way to srop segregarion is not to end rhe
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laws, but to end the ideology which spured its existence in the first place.
As an aside, people differ on what qualifies as a root issue for them.

While most fought segregation as a means ol addressing the root issue of
discrimination and inequality, some people fought segregatiol because
they wanted to live next to white people or eat in fancy restaurants.

US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has told of how, in segregated
Alabama white store owne$ allowed her mother to shop at their
businesses, albeit after hours, even while excluding the general black
population. To Rice's family, the root issue was literally segregation- their
right to buy from racist store owners with access to cute outfits. And to
people like Rice, the struggle is ovet as she can now shop, dine and live
where she wants. For others, however, there are deeper principles at stake,
and w€ continue to fight until those p nciples are realized.

The same model and pattem applies to the fight against gentrification,
Under segregation, the larger white community ordered blacks to live in
t rr area, and we were compelled to comply. At the end of legal
segregation, nost stayed in the black community while others thought
they were leaving, but ultimately succeeded only in convincing white
people to move out of their neighborhood to make room for a new black
community.

Today, under gentrification, some in the white community want to move
back into historically black communities, forcing blacks to vacate and
make room for tiem, and we are, again, compelled to comply.

What is the objective difference, in the context ofour human rights and
political power, between the 1950s and the early 2000s? ln both instances,
rich whites make money offof the backs ofpoor blacks; the govemment is
used to enfbrce the geo-political objectives ofthe larger white community,
particularly the wealthier whites who covet the inexpensive and
strategically situated black neighborhood; and black families have little
real power to determine, on their o\,vn, where they will live. In segregation,
we were forced inlo oue atea and in gentrification, we are forced out o-f
one area. What is the objective difference between the 1950s and today?

We repeat history because during the civil rights movement, we fought
the symptom of the problem, not the actual problem. Consequently, just
like the party patron who wipes one rumy nostril only to get that drippy
feeling from the other, our failure to deal with the root issues- not the
segregation laws, but the reason why those laws were enacted in the first
place- is coming back to haunt us.

The root issue then was not segregation and the root issue now is not
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gentrilication. The root issue is /ard
Notjust land in the physical sense of the word, although that is includcG

but land in the political sense of the word, meaning power and conrol
over land. Land is an essential element of liberation, an absolute
prerequisite. The lack of power and control over land condemns the
majority of African (black) people in America to an endless cycle of
moving from one undesirable lot to the next, at the behest and for the
benefit ofthe rich.

This reality demonstrates how differentiating betlveen surface and root
issues brings cladty to oul analysis and enables us to gauge progress, or
the lack thereof.

Those who believe that segregation itselfwas root or fundamental, argue
forcefully that the struggle is, for all intents and purposes, over However,
those who understand land as root and segregation as symptomatic,
recognize just how little progress has been made. The same segments of
society which confined us to one geographical arca then are able to, with
rclative ease, force us off ofthose same geographical areas 50 years later.
They are able to do so precisely because, in relation to contol over land,
the black community has no more power today than we had prior to the
civil rights movement.

It is easy to see that while much movement has occuned, little tangible
progress has been made in dealing with the root issue ofpower and control
over land.

To be thorough and fair, it is often argu€d that there are really two .oot
causes at stake here, both land and racism or White Supremacy, and that
ending the root issue of White Supremacy would have also ended
segregation. Wlile that might be tue, the reality is that ending White
Supremacy and hate in someone else is neither easy nor a substitute tbr

ilding power for one's self. As such, even if we were willing and able to
ol]l entire existence and resources towards the task of teaching
to hate us less, after the successfirl completion of the mission. we

d still have before us the task of building power and confol over
Thereforc, the issue of land, more specifically, power and collective

over land, is root and primary.
Those who benefit from our misery, ofcourse, would rather that we only

the surface issues and then give up the struggle alter making
on that front. Our mission and obiectives must be more

ial, however. Sickness cannot be cured by wiping a rurury nose
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and liberation cannot be achieved by setting our sites on superficial
changes which do not address the root causes of exploitation and
oppression.

For these reasons and others, it is clear that in order to address the crisis
of gentrification and low-income housing in a real r'l?y, our responses
must be rooted in land-based solutions.

The work of Take Back the Land is not fundamentally about the
homeless, or even gentrification: it is fundamentally about the collective
control over land.
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